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WHO WE ARE
The One, we value and appraise the performances and efforts of
all our employees and partners.
We build on our long-term mission and place a strong focus on
growing our customer satisfaction, under uncompromising
values: maintain a high standard of business ethics, integrity,
honesty, respect, and commitment to performance.
We believe in a transparent and ethical working environment, we
believe only in teamwork as the only team we succeed. We are
focused on becoming top convenience Interior Decoration
company, in offering every day to our customer a unique
experience.

OUR SERVICES
The One approach each and every project with
enthusiasm and professionalism, applying the latest
technology with creativity and flawless technique to
deliver outstanding results.
Our Major Services are as follows;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Interior Designing
Bespoke Furniture
Turnkey Projects
Beauty Salon & Spa
Residential & Commercial

INTERIOR DESIGNING
The ambition at The One is to diversify the generic design process
by collaborating a unique collusion of creative minds who execute
original spatial experiences, through future thinking and adaptability.
With invaluable experience across five continents and our expertise
with regards to technical advancements, trend shifts and
contemporary design methodology, The One are able to provide
innovative designs which embrace future vision and inspire
individuals within the spaces themselves.

BESPOKE JOINERY
We are one of the most qualified experts among the
timber joiners and our factory is dedicated to
manufacture high-quality joinery products. Our
factory is equipped with up to date manufacturing
techniques and with strict quality control procedures
to meet the needs of today’s demanding world.

TURNKEY PROJECTS
We have done a various office fit-out in Dubai and
throughout the UAE. Falcon Office Fit out Company in
Dubai are expertly managed by qualified and dedicated
construction managers who ensure critical deadlines are
always met, quality standards are adhered to and the end
result delivered to our Client’s expectations. Partnering
with the right company to undertake an office fit-out is a
major decision and it is vitally important to choose the
carefully. Whatever your office fitting out requirements we
would be delighted to help.

BEAUTY SALON & SPA
At The One, we are specialized in a luxury beauty salon and
spa interior fit-out and design. The One beauty Salon & Spa
projects have built up an impressive portfolio of multinational
and local clients based in Dubai and throughout the Middle
East. Our client satisfaction is paramount and we will always
endeavor to exceed your expectation. Our salon interior design
Dubai provide

RESIDENTIAL
It’s everyone’s dream to have the best residential interior design
in their homes. Whatever the concept or idea that you have, we
have the one stop solution for you. We help in designing the
best styles with the requirements and preferences that match
those of our clients and we help in meeting the unique lifestyle
of our customers. We can assure you that you will get the best
service over the other companies in Dubai

COMMERCIAL
In a Business venture, the Interior Fit Out is a major element
that should be maintained at any cost. Among the best Interior
Fit Out companies in Dubai, we step ahead and stand apart with
our unique styles and beautiful works. From the last few years
we have had major success stories and developed the best for
our clients.

OUR TEAM
We are a Group of passionate professionals, each in its
domain has an impressive track record of success, came
together with a dream of creating the ultimate destination
for the entire industry needs and requirements.
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